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ABSTRACT 
 
During the last decade, there has been an increasing awareness on the importance 
of ”embeddedness” as an important dimension in analyzing projects. While 
traditional project management theory presupposes that projects are clearly defined 
and separable from the context in which they are implemented, the notion of 
embeddedness implies that contextual factors affect the project organization 
throughout the whole project. In the most embedded kind of projects, renewal 
projects, most actions are in fact taken with the learning context in mind rather 
than the project contents. 
One way of analyzing embeddedness in project management is to make use of the 
insights of strategic issue management theory, proposing that the context of 
upcoming strategic issues in organizations is crucial for the understanding of how 
these issues are managed. 
From an analysis of a case study of a ”test-project” in Swedish health care, project 
management and learning in embedded projects is discussed. Project management 
theory can be used to reduce contextual complexity and to make project participants 
focusing on project contents, but it should be complemented with a strategic issue 
management approach in order to make use of the complexity and having the 
project context consciously managed. 
 
 
 
 

THE NOTION OF EMBEDDEDNESS IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT  
 

This chapter is an attempt to analyze renewal projects as instances for 
organizational learning. The point of departure for the analysis is that such projects 
are extremely embedded. In the analysis, we will use insights from Strategic Issue 
Management theory in order to gain a better understanding of projects as socially 
constructed issues in permanent organizations. 
 
The Project and its Context.  
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One of the fatal mistakes of early organizational theorists such as Taylor, Fayol and 
others, was to view organizations as closed activity systems that could be designed 
for optimal effectiveness and maintained with simple managerial practices. But 
research has pointed out that organizations cannot be understood unless their 
context is understood. Organizations are embedded in a complex societal web of 
people, resources, institutions, market conditions, and the activities inside them are 
always affected by the characteristics of that web (cf Granovetter, 1985). 

In many important ways, traditional Project Management theory still suffers 
from the rationalistic dreams of the early 20th century (Buchanan, 1991; 
Packendorff, 1995). It is based upon a perception of the project as a distinct, 
manageable activity system that, once having been designed using the proper 
scheduling techniques, can be isolated from the environment and implemented. The 
environment only exists before and after the project, providing goals and resources 
and receiving the final result. 

Researchers pursuing this view have, however, noticed that projects are 
actually dependent upon their environment throughout their life cycles do have an 
environment throughout their life cycle (cf Pinto & Prescott, 1988, 1990). In recent 
literature, this notion has been investigated further. Departing from an alternative 
view of project environments a number of studies has been made on how different 
sorts of environmental factors affect project organizations (Buchanan, 1991; Borum 
& Christiansen, 1993; Kreiner, 1995; Pinto, 1996). Empirical examples of the 
consequences of project embeddedness are also to be found (Ekstedt, Lundin & 
Wirdenius 1992; Hellgren & Stjernberg, 1995; Kadefors, 1995; Midler, 1995). 
Løwendahl (1995) has referred to this in terms of projects being embedded in their 
environment. 

 
Project Content and Project Context.  
The common denominator of these observations can be expressed in terms of 

what Hodgetts (1968) called the project manager’s ”authority gap”, i.e., the gap 
between the full responsibility for project outcomes and the incomplete authority 
over the resources needed for reaching those outcomes. One perspective of this gap 
is concerned with formal authority of the project manager, where embeddedness 
implies that executives in the surrounding permanent organization reserve the right 
to put the project manager’s operative decisions in question. This structural 
restriction has been observed by many scholars (cf. Jessen, 1992: 73f; Midler, 
1995). 

Another perspective consists of an extended view of project effectiveness; if the 
project manager finds himself in a situation where he has to choose between a 
scheduled activity and an activity proposed by the customer, he must act so that the 
customer still find the project to be an effective one. Frame (1994: ch. 5) describes 
customer orientation as something both project management professionals and their 
customers must learn, and he states (p. 107) that ”the project management process 
is a grand exercise in compromise, from defining needs all the way up to writing 
the final documentation at the conclusion of the project”.  

A third, and the most important, perspective on the authority gap is the 
conceptions of project participants concerning the status of the project. In 
embedded projects, most team members have positions in the surrounding 
permanent structure and they also refer to that structure in terms of social/cultural 
belonging and career paths. The more embedded the project is, the harder it is to 
identify the actual borders of the project organization and the harder it is to gain 
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commitment to the project from project members. Project members will act 
depending on how they perceive the project and what they expect from it, not 
necessarily according to project plans, effectiveness criteria or formal structure. 

From a traditional Project Management point of view, embeddedness is a 
dysfunction. Projects are supposed to be closed activity systems in order to be 
possible to manage effectively, and all environmental influences are consequently 
seen as disturbances that the project manager has to protect his organization from. 
There is only one reality (i.e., the one of the project manager), and differences in 
how people inside or outside the project perceive it must be brought to convergence. 

Another way of handling embeddeness is to take contextual complexity and 
multiple perceptions for granted, and thus to find ways to define and handle 
environmental influences to the benefit of both the project and the surrounding 
organization(s). This is a view of projects as political issues on the organizational 
agenda rather than as closed activity systems construed out of corporate goals, 
issues that need to be piloted trough the organization while satisfying all relevant 
stakeholders. 
 

Types of Project, Degree of Embeddedness. 
One way of distinguishing between degrees of embeddedness is to analyze how 

people in projects perceive the project organization and how they perceive 
themselves in relation to the project organization. The less discernible the project 
structure is vis-à-vis other structures and the less tied the individual is to it, the 
more embedded it is. Applying the categorization in Packendorff (1994: 216f) as a 
point of departure, different types of projects could be identified as having different 
degrees of embeddedness. The theoretical ideal project, the ”task force”, is not 
embedded at all; the environment states the task from the beginning and receives 
the result in the end. Other forms, such as projects as temporary matrix 
organizations or action groups, are more embedded in their environment but still 
also delimited from it. 

The type of projects analyzed in this chapter, i.e. organizational renewal 
projects, are usually different from other projects in that it seldom implies an 
explicit task structure and that most people in the organization will stay full-time in 
their permanent positions during the project (cf. Briner & Geddes, 1990). The ones 
advocating and carrying through the renewal project is in fact those who find the 
renewal worthwhile, an opinion not necessarily grounded in any formal position in 
either the permanent organization or the renewal effort. At the same time, many of 
the attributes usually ascribed to project work is still there, such as time limits, 
complex and/or interrelated tasks, success criteria and so forth (McElroy, 1996; 
Partington, 1996). The degree of embeddedness might, however, be so high that 
while top management defines and promotes the project explicitly, people at the 
”shop floor” might misinterpret the issue at stake or devoting their energy to 
entirely different issues (cf. Blomquist, 1994; Ekstedt & Wirdenius, 1995). 
 
 
 
 

EMBEDDEDNESS AND ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 
 
Level of context. 
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One way of establishing a Project Management theory on learning in renewal 
projects grasping the complexity arising from their embeddedness could be to relate 
to theories on strategic change in organizations. The theory proposed here is the 
Strategic Issue Management theory as described by Jane E. Dutton and her 
colleagues (cf. Dutton & Duncan, 1987; Dutton, Stumpf & Wagner, 1990; Dutton, 
1993). According to Dutton, strategic management in organizations is in fact the 
continuous processing of upcoming issues on the organizational agenda, issues 
perceived as having a strategic importance for organizational performance and 
consequently also as important instances for learning. It should be noted that 
”issues” are not necessarily ”problems”, and that they are not necessarily 
”decisions” (Dutton, Stumpf & Wagner, 1990). Examples of strategic issues in a 
health care organization could thus be new methods for medical treatment, a new 
administrative structure, complaints from nurses on low salaries or equal 
opportunity legislation. 

A central observation in strategic issue management theory is that the 
processing and impact of an individual issue have quite little to do with the 
contents of the issue, i.e., the actual problem, opportunity, plan, solution or opinion 
at hand. Instead, the understanding of how a strategic issue is processed through an 
organization must be sought in the context of the issue. Issues are interpreted 
differently by different actors inside or outside the organization, and managing a 
strategic issue is thus in fact managing people’s perceptions of it. Dutton (1993) 
describes three levels of context that are important to the interpretation and 
processing of an issue: 
 
• The issue context, i.e., (1) the individuals proposing/managing the issue and (2) 
the organizational arena into which the issue is brought. If the people that define 
and call attention to the issue is seen as reliable, powerful and trustworthy, then 
they are likely to be able to gain consensus around their definition and have the 
issue being interpreted as an opportunity throughout the organization. They also 
have to find the proper arena for the issue, i.e., a social forum where the major 
stakeholders in the issue are represented and where the necessary support for 
maintaining the issue can be gained. The arena could be a formal forum (e.g., an 
executive committee or a board), but could also be more informal by nature (e.g., 
Rotary meetings or coffee breaks). 
 
• The organizational context, i.e., (1) organizational culture, (2) the current 
strategic agenda, and (3) the capacity of the organization to initiate and process 
further issues. Strategic issues that are not compatible to the ideas, world-views and 
symbols taken for granted in the organization are not likely to survive for very long, 
and the proponents of an issue must therefore make sure that it ”fits” with central 
values in the organization. The issue must also fit into the current strategic agenda; 
from time to time. Earlier issues are part of the history, and set constraints for what 
new issues that could take place. In e.g. a period of perceived scarcity and 
downsizing, issues containing bold and costly ventures are likely to receive low 
priority and to be unsuccessfully implemented even if they are in line with the 
firm’s long-term plans. And even if the time is right, there might be a number of 
other strategic issues under investigation and implementation in the organization, 
thereby in fact making it impossible to raise any further issues. The more 
centralized and top-down oriented the organization, the smaller the managerial 
capacity to deal with upcoming strategic issues. 
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• The institutional context, i.e., (1) important issues in society and/or the industry 
and (2) the perceptions of environmental stability/instability. Strategic issues are 
not subject to intra-organizational constraints only, they are also constrained by the 
culture and the conventional wisdom of industry and society. The well-known 
notion of isomorphic processes by which organizations are becoming increasingly 
alike by means of coercion, normative regulations and imitation (DiMaggio & 
Powell, 1983: 150ff) is an example of such constraints. Issues perceived as 
challenging whole occupational professions is thus hard to implement, and so are 
issues implying that people should act differently from what they feel is expected 
from them by societal norms. Connected to this is also the perception of dynamism 
and change in the industry and/or society, in that it sets the pace and sense of 
urgency for decision and implementation of strategic issues. 
 
 
 
 

CASE STUDY: THE PPM TEST-PROJECT IN ONETOWN 
 
During some years in the beginning of the 1990’s, market-oriented organizational 
models had a great influence on the public sector in Sweden. It became common to 
organize, distribute resources, control and manage public-owned organizations by a 
provider/purchaser-model. In this model, the organization is divided into two parts; 
one group that provide services to the citizens and one group that purchase these 
services from different providers as representatives of the citizens. 
 
The test-project. 
Like many other county councils (tax-financed, politically governed regional 
organization responsible for health care, dental care etc.) in Sweden, the County 
Council of Uptown decided that they had to change their organization and 
introduce the provider/purchaser-model. After some political arguments it was 
decided that the model should be subject to a test-project for a limited time in one 
of the districts in the Uptown county in order to see if the learning results were 
satisfactory. The notion of the test-project were introduced since the project were to 
be evaluated after some years to see if the rest of the county should adopt the model. 

In spring 1991, a small group of top executives at the Uptown headquarters 
prepared a proposal for a new health care organization in the county. Responding 
to a majority among the politicians in the council, they recommended that a project 
should start in order to test the provider/purchaser-model in a small part of the 
organization, namely the Onetown district in the southern end of the county. After 
some considerations, a decision was made that the new organization should start 
from January 1, 1992, and run for two years. No clear project plan was included in 
the proposal, and the practical arrangements had to be made after the decision. 
However, a number of other projects being processed at the same time consumed a 
lot of managerial resources at the Uptown headquarters, which made it impossible 
for the responsible managers to prepare and plan for the project. As a result, the 
whole test-project was delayed by one year and started January 1, 1993. The group 
that had made the initial investigation should help and support the Onetown people 
in implementing the test-project, in fact acting as project managers. But other 
upcoming projects made it hard for this group to focus on the test-project, and the 
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purchasers and providers in Onetown was left almost on their own without any 
close management support. 

The new organization took shape, but the first purchase agreement was delayed 
by half a year. The Uptown headquarters finally had to intervene to close the 
agreement between the providers at the Onetown hospital and the local purchaser 
board. The same conflicts and delays appeared the subsequent years, and the top 
managers in Uptown made the process subject to closer supervision. 

In accordance with the plans, the same group that had initiated the test-project 
made an evaluation study. Evaluations were made from the beginning of the project 
until February 1994. Since the deadline of the evaluation study remained fixed 
despite that the test-project had been delayed by one year, it was hard for the 
evaluators to say anything specific on how the test-project had affected productivity, 
consumer satisfaction and overall performance in the Onetown district. Still, the 
politicians decided to implement the provider/purchaser-model in the rest of the 
Council’s districts from January 1, 1996. 
 
The actors in the test-project. 
In 1991, the politicians and the executives at the Uptown headquarters were facing 
an economy in recession and a strong trend among other Swedish county councils 
to implement the provider/purchaser model. The main purposes for introducing the 
model in the organization were expressed as a need for improved local democracy 
and a conviction that the model should make the production of health care services 
more effective. 

Among the top managers in the Uptown headquarters, emphasis was put on the 
democratic aspects of the model. The initial investigation was a part of their 
traditional report on the political organization preceding each general election, and 
the effectiveness arguments was thus attached to the model later on. The emphasis 
on local democracy implied that they were reluctant to interfere with the local 
negotiations and agreements, and upcoming competing projects led them to give 
the providers and purchasers in Onetown a lot of freedom in their discussions and 
agreements. This freedom were later restricted in a number of ways. 

The local politicians and managers at the Onetown purchaser board felt 
unwanted and disliked by the providers. They were new in their profession, and 
they had very little experience and information as compared to the providers. 
Consequently, they appreciated that the providers took the initiative the first year 
and gave them an detailed offer. The drawback of this was that the purchasers were 
forced into a system where costs and production volumes became the topics of 
discussion, instead of quality issues and the needs of citizens and different patient 
groups. 

The providers had to change some of their administrative routines in order to 
comply with the provider/purchaser-model, which annoyed them. The CEO of the 
hospital wanted the old system with annual budgets back, and resented the use of 
performance related pay to the Onetown hospital. The initial work on calculating 
costs and measuring productivity was left to the clinical heads, and the CEO 
launched issues like re-organizing the hospital into profit centers and having it 
certified as a ”Health Promoting Hospital” by the World Health Organization. 
Hospital management soon found out that they in fact was the only provider of 
health care in the Onetown area, which meant that there could hardly be any 
competition with other providers. 
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Many of the clinic heads worked very hard before the introduction of the 
provider/purchaser-model. The reason why they worked so hard were that they 
believed that if they did not present a proposal in time to the purchaser, they should 
loose all production the coming year. They also thought that their clinics could 
become small firms of their own in the future. 

 
 
 
 

THE TEST-PROJECT AS A STRATEGIC ISSUE 
 
The case of the test-project in Onetown shows that renewal projects are hard to 
analyze using the traditional Project Management set of theories and methods. 
While traditional Project Management theory presupposes clear-cut goals, a visible 
project structure and consensus on how the project is to be implemented, the test-
project points at that renewal projects are perceived differently by different actors, 
that it is impossible to tell whom is actually in the project structure and whom is 
not, and that different individuals perceive different projects with different 
outcomes. Consequently, different actors expect to learn different things from the 
renewal project, which means that the project can not become a common learning 
experience for the organization. 

One could say that the test-project is an example of yet another case of failure 
in organizational communication; if e.g. the CEO of the hospital had been more 
loyal to his superiors and more powerful vis-à-vis his inferiors, a higher degree of 
consistency and guided learning would have been found among the respondents. 
Adopting such a view, one could conclude that Project Management theory was 
right all the time, but that the actors in the organization failed to use it in the 
proper way. But what we would like to stress is that inconsistencies and multiple 
realities are a natural part of the daily life of most complex organizations, and that 
theoretical expectations on the implementation of renewal projects should take this 
into account (cf. Blomquist, 1994; Ekstedt & Wirdenius, 1995). It is not that we 
consider Project Management theory to be basically wrong, we just would like to 
see different Project Management theories for different kinds of projects (cf. 
Packendorff, 1995: 324f; Partington, 1996: 20). By analyzing the test of the 
provider/purchaser-model as a strategic issue, a number of contextual factors 
constraining the likelihood of successful implementation can be identified: 
 
The issue context. 
Concerning the individuals that proposed/managed the provider/purchaser-model, 
we mostly find groups of persons but no single project leader. One such group is the 
politicians who decided that the test-project should be implemented in the first 
place. Another one is the group of central administrators that wrote the proposal on 
how the test-project and the model should work. Finally, we have the group of 
people in Onetown that almost without any guidance had to solve the practical 
problems during the test-project. In this heterogeneous group we have the 
purchaser board, the Onetown hospital administrators, and the clinic heads. 

There was a tradition in the CCU that the top management in Uptown had been 
relatively weak and almost invisible to the people in the organization. Initially, the 
issue of the test-project in Onetown was handled in accordance with this tradition, 
but the conflicts between the purchaser board and the hospital management forced 
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the CCU top management to intervene several times. When the provider/purchaser-
model was to be implemented in the whole County Council, top management 
suddenly became visible and powerful, a development interpreted by many as a 
clear break with tradition. 

There was also a tradition in CCU that new ideas should always be tested, but 
that these tests should be made in small parts of the organization. This meant that 
the test-project was in line with tradition, but also that no one really believed that 
the provider/purchaser-model was a serious reform that would make a difference. 
Most people in the organization knew that there were at least four or five other 
issues being handled during the period of the test-project. It was far from evident to 
the hospital management in Onetown that the provider/purchaser-model was the 
most important and urgent issue to deal with.  

If we look at the organizational arena which the issue was brought into, we find 
that the Onetown district is quite different from the rest of CCU. One of the main 
differences is that the hospital of Onetown is much smaller than the University 
hospital of Uptown. The Onetown hospital had not really anything to gain from 
cooperating with the purchaser board, since their main competitive advantage was 
their geographical location. In terms of medical competence and economies of 
scale, Uptown would always be the best provider, and the best strategy for Onetown 
was thus to criticize the provider/purchaser-model rather than becoming a loyal 
part of it. Moreover, since the purchaser board did not have any additional 
resources as compared to the old budget, the model was not perceived as an 
opportunity. Instead, some of the significant actors at the hospital formulated a 
vision of the Onetown hospital as becoming a ”Health Promoting Hospital” 
according to World Health Organization guidelines. The organizational arena was 
thus poorly managed and the only common understanding concerned the deadlines 
for the agreements and the whole test-project. 
 
The organizational context. 
Like the rest of the public sector, the County Council of Uptown had no previous 
experience in using market oriented management control models like the 
provider/purchaser-model. The ”political economism” inherent in the model is in 
sharp contrast to the culture of the majority of the employees in the County 
Council, i.e. medical doctors, nurses etc. Their main ambition is to cure patients 
and serve the citizens in the county, and they usually defend their hospitals and 
clinics against administrative and political initiatives. Since the 
provider/purchaser-model came to be introduced in a time of cost savings and 
downsizing, the culture clash was inevitable.  

The current strategic agenda was vague, and had so been for a long time. The 
lack of top management initiatives in the past had created a situation where 
anything could be brought up into the strategic agenda as long as it contributed to 
the County Council’s cost savings and downsizing ambitions. This meant that the 
strategic agenda was open to all new propositions, at the same time as there were 
no strategic vision at hand when selecting between upcoming issues. In such a 
context, the most important feature of an issue is strong and committed 
stakeholders being able to convince other influential people on the advantages of 
the issue. 

Concerning the County Council’s capacity to initiate and process further issues, 
we observed that most people in the organization were not motivated to handle any 
new issues or projects. They know that before they had implemented it, the plans 
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would be changed and other issues would appear as more urgent or more popular 
among politicians and top managers. The need for peace and quiet will thus make 
it hard for initiators of new issues to implement these, even if there are formal 
decisions supporting them. 
 
The institutional context. 
The provider/purchaser-model was a part of the general trend in Western Europe to 
implement market oriented management control models in the public sector. 
Almost every Swedish county council planned or investigated the possibilities to 
introduce the model in the beginning of the 1990’s. It was so popular that those 
counties that did not follow the mass had to defend themselves against accusations 
of being conservative and old-fashioned. This was also (and still is) a time when 
most public authorities struggle with large budget deficits, so the pressure from 
citizens and the government to ”do something” increased rapidly. In such 
situations, it is easy to choose a legitimate solution in the environment and 
implement it to show that the problems are being dealt with. 

Apart from the political and administrative fields, the county councils are also 
part of a medical community, where new methods and philosophies of treatment 
are developed independently of what happens in politics and economics. For 
example, one of the clinic heads in Onetown had a vast national network of leading 
medical doctors, and ”imported” medical issues to Onetown and the County 
Council the same way as the politicians and administrators brought the 
provider/purchaser-model there. 

 
 
 

 
LEARNING AND EMBEDDED PROJECTS 

 
From a traditional Project Management point of view, the test-project is a failure in 
many respects. Planning was inadequate, the task was not well defined enough, it 
was not clear who was responsible for the project, the project was disturbed during 
implementation, different individuals and stakeholders had different views of the 
project, and so forth. One could argue that consciously treating the test-project as a 
clearly defined project should have implied better prospects for success. If there had 
been a clear project plan, an appointed project manager with full responsibility and 
adequate control over project resources, and a shared image among participants and 
stakeholders on the goals and methods, then the test-project would have been more 
successful in terms of learning (cf. Morris & Hough, 1987: ch. 11). True, indeed. 

On the other hand, an analysis focusing on the management of the contents of 
the test-project would miss essential aspects needed for a full understanding of the 
situation. In this case, the mode of decision and implementation was not primarily 
a result of bad management practice, it was a necessary consequence of the 
contextual circumstances. The issue at hand (i.e. the provider/purchaser-model) 
had its origin in the institutional environment of the County Council, and found its 
way to Onetown since it was a politically legitimate system of local governance and 
resource allocation at the time. From the start, the implementation of the model 
became solution-oriented rather than problem-oriented, which implied that the 
managerial task was to gain and maintain support for the model rather than 
conducting a traditional problem-solving process. During implementation in 
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Onetown, it became obvious that the provider/purchaser-model was not consistent 
with the local culture of independency vis-à-vis the Uptown headquarters, and that 
the strategic agenda in Onetown contained a number of other issues to be handled. 
From the Onetown hospital’s point of view, the test-project is thus a failure which 
they wish could be removed from the agenda as soon as possible. But from the 
initiating part, i.e. the political and administrative executives in Uptown, the 
provider/purchaser-model has been a successful issue in the sense that it has been 
implemented according to their initial intentions. The remaining problems with the 
local culture and strategic agenda in Onetown do call for further managerial efforts, 
but they will never be entirely solved. The management of the test-project could 
thus have been better at the local level, by adapting it to the current strategic 
agenda and the cultural peculiarities at the hospital. 
 
Avoiding complexity, focusing on content. 
The test-project could thus have benefited from having been managed in a more 
structured and focused fashion. The complexity and lack of common learning 
resulting from the high degree of embeddedness could have been handled through 
trying to make the test-project more like a ”pure task force”. Even in less embedded 
projects, the effects of embeddedness is often disturbing; the problems of managing 
projects effectively in e.g. matrix structures (Hodgetts, 1968) or in temporary 
networks of permanent organizations (Hellberg & Stjernberg, 1995) are well 
documented. Using project management theory in embedded projects is not only to 
apply a certain set of methodologies, it is to make the project a more explicit one by 
describing it and organizing it in terms of ideal projects. As stated above, most 
projects can not be managed as ideal projects, but one could still make use of the 
inherent imperatives in project management theory. Essentially, this means (1) 
avoiding complexity, and (2) focusing the content. 

By ”avoiding complexity”, we mean ”avoiding all unnecessary complexity”. 
Complexity that stem from complicated organizational structures or an inability to 
state and communicate project goals could often be reduced through conscious 
managerial efforts. Clients and stakeholders with vague or non-existent ideas on 
project goals and methods should be required to formulate their thoughts into clear, 
unambiguous objectives. The borders of time and space surrounding the project 
should be as clear as possible in order to put mental ”brackets” (Lundin & 
Söderholm, 1995: 446f) around the effort to be brought about. 

The reduction of external and internal organizational complexity should make 
it possible for the people involved to focus on the contents of the project, i.e. 
defining and implementing the activities needed for achieving the objectives. Since 
many projects are not possible to design beforehand in the sense that a work 
breakdown structure can be established, one might at least try to identify milestones 
and/or points in time for re-evaluation and re-scheduling during the 
implementation phase (cf. Turner & Cochrane, 1993). In accordance with Gersick 
(1988), we would suggest alternating periods of openness and closedness during the 
life-time of the project; moments of openness in order to ensure external relevance, 
and periods of closedness in between in order to enable the project organization to 
carry out the implementation activities. Like other organizations, projects need 
some sort of ”buffering” function in order to be able to operate in peace and quiet. 
 
Making use of complexity, focusing on context. 
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At the same time as project management theory is useful in reducing complexity 
and helping project participants to focus on their tasks, it is useless in embedded 
projects unless there exist a great deal of awareness concerning the tendency of 
organizations to handle such projects as strategic issues. Without conscious efforts 
to recognize and make use of the complexity and turbulence in the project 
environment, managers of embedded projects will face severe difficulties. The 
complexity that can not be reduced by means of traditional project management 
must be handled as an opportunity if the political process through which the project 
is implemented should be successful. According to strategic issue management 
theory, the project manager must establish a view of the project as related to other 
ongoing issues in the organization (Dutton, Stumpf & Wagner, 1990) and maintain 
consensus on that the project is both feasible and urgent to deal with (Dutton & 
Duncan, 1987) an that it is an opportunity for the organization not to be neglected 
(Dutton, 1993). 

In organizations such as the County Council of Uptown and the Onetown 
district, the diversity in culture, institutional environments, professions etc. calls for 
a strategic issue management approach aiming at satisfying all stakeholders and 
participants. Different groups, organizational levels or professions must be 
convinced using different arguments, and they must be made to see their specific 
interests being looked after in the project. A project satisfying politicians’ needs to 
install new principles of local government could e.g. at the same time satisfy 
administrators’ needs for cost control and medical doctors’ needs for professional 
autonomy. The project must have some sort of a vision shared by all, but at the 
same time different stakeholders must feel that there are goals in the project that is 
appealing just to them (cf. Christensen & Kreiner, 1991). If the initiators of a 
project can reach such a shared but still diverse understanding of a project, then the 
complexity can be turned into a trigger for action and real learning. 

As noted by e.g. Kreiner (1995), the context of projects should be managed in 
order to avoid ”drifting environments”. Beside keeping all stakeholders happy with 
the way the project is going (the usual notion of project context management), one 
must also keep it alive on the organizational agenda. Even if the stakeholders are 
satisfied, new issues/projects might arise on the agenda that seem even more 
attractive to all or some of them. The context of the project is thus in need for 
continuous management of how people perceive it in relation to other projects. 
Projects not threatening the present one could be attached to it, and projects in fact 
considered to be threats could be fought against or redefined into 
supportive/subordinate projects. Additionally, one might have to look outside the 
organization to find out if there are other possible issues in the institutional 
environment that are likely to find their way into the organization. If you do not 
come to the environment, the environment will come to you. And it is most likely 
to disturb you. 
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